Fall Forum

September 7, 2018 at 7:00 AM to 4:00 PM

at Vernon Downs

4229 Stuhlman Road, Vernon, NY 13476, Oneida County

To register call 315 738 8351 or
http://education.midstateems.org/index70.html

- SPANNING THE GENERATIONS OF EMS: Paramedic Instructor Bob Paddock shares what he has seen and learned over the past 20+ years of teaching EMS. Generational issues from both the instructor’s and students’ point of view. How the climate of the EMS classroom has changed over the last 30 years. What will the future bring?

- SO WHO’S REALLY ON FIRST?: Steve Dzuria, former Emergency Medical Dispatcher/911 dispatcher will walk through the process of taking, coding and dispatching EMS calls. From first call to back in service he will bring it all together and make sense out of emergency medical dispatching.

- COMMUNICATING AND TREATING AUTISTIC PATIENTS: Dr. Timothy Dempsey will discuss assessment strategies, impairments and behaviors common to the spectrum of both pediatric and adult autistic patients. He will review critical treatment approaches and diagnostic considerations. Dr. Dempsey will follow up with a question and answer session.